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Executive Summary

Until banks cease  'trading' Commonwealth 'refunds' (grants of any kind) on the ASX, 
banks' lawyers participate directly and indirectly in a 'risky' operation effecting all 
borrowers. What follows when 'Not For Value Accounts' are activated is 'a not-for-profit 
entity' (an account) 're-presenting' the diaspora of (wealthy) Australian professionals to the 
detriment of all borrowers – an invention. 

In Queensland, a 'pattern' of obtaining ill-gotten gains from 'the diaspora' happened 
through the late 80's and through the 90's arising from (poor) 'administration of government' 
concerning 'rural assistance' schemes and other help schemes – in all cases pertaining to an 
'origination' of 'borrower hardship' how-so-ever the farmer suffering arose. 

In my view, National Australia Bank Limited pioneered invention ('the diaspora') under 
'guises' including its Agribusiness brand in operation before and after 2000 under watch 
with ASIC. At all times that bank thinks firstly only of itself (greed) ahead of the 'intended 
recipient' of 'rural hardship' for example. That way that bank directly and indirectly 
'restructured' a borrower into a state of impecuniousness during processing monies 
derived from Commonwealth and State Governments promises. After 2000, that bank 
targeted any-one in business with home-assets arguably in complete disregard of 'Trust'.

In my view, when Commonwealth Bank Australia registered on the ASX (despite its roots) 
that bank 'double-dipped greed' NAB had earlier pioneered. The 'double-dip concept' is a 
feature of NAB accounts (false information) possibly furnished with furtiveness since its 
'inception'. Over a century ago, Mr. Malleson arrived from England with 1 pound able to 
start-up business 'models' then - for lawyers and banks to follow into the future. 

Example -National Australia Bank Limited ACN 12 004 044 937

Example - Commonwealth Bank Australia ACN  123 123 1234

Summary risky Private Equity
operation $440,000 6 years $2,640,000 $2.64 M
operation $30,000 6 years $180,000 $180K
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Examples continued
(any) Two banks combined

Not-for-profit account         $ 705 K   (any) Two Banks combined

Investment Bank (an account)  $ 205 K   Macquarie Group - Perpetual
                                                      $ 500 K    the diaspora of (wealthy) professionals
NAB / KPMG Operative      $ 200 K

                            CFP     $ 300 K   Commonwealth (bank) Financial Planner 

A.  Operative document after 2000 - transgressed

After 2000 using atypical document evidenced below; NAB and CBA exploited GST to the 
extent of any-one in business (pet shop or construction or other business) additionally 
with home-assets. Assistance to do so relied on 'an alliance' of lawyers (and accountants) 
in disregard of 'Trust' all 'intoxicated' by huge earnings from 'Not for Profit' account(s). 
Tax-Office 'bribes' concerning $33 K and $60 K guaranteed success of 'risky' operations. 

Combined
Summary risky Private Equity

operation $660,000 6 years $3,960,000 $3.96 M
operation $45,000 6 years $270,000 $270 K
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B.   Operative document before 2000 - transgressed
          

                             Queensland Investment Corporation
   Act 1991

      Act No. 35 of 1991
An  Act to provide for the constitution, objectives, functions and 
       powers of the Queensland Investment Corporation and for
       related purposes

[Assented to 12 June 1991]
37

                                 Queensland Investment Corporation Act 1991                                               
False information etc.
4.18(1) A director, chief executive officer, or any other officer or
employee of the Corporation who makes available or furnishes information,
or authorises or permits the making available or furnishing of information,
to the Treasurer, a director, the chief executive officer, the Auditor-General
or any person nominated by the Treasurer or the Auditor-General for any
purpose under this Act, being information, whether in documentary or any
other form, that relates to the affairs of the Corporation and that to the
knowledge of the person so doing, is false or misleading in a material
particular or has omitted from it a matter or thing the omission of which
renders the information misleading in a material respect, commits an
offence against this Act.
Penalty—300 penalty units or imprisonment for 2 years, or both.

(2) A director, chief executive officer, or any other officer or employee of
the Corporation who makes available or furnishes information, or
authorises or permits the making available or furnishing of information, to
the Treasurer, a director, the chief executive officer, the Auditor-General or
any person nominated by the Treasurer or the Auditor-General for any
purpose under this Act, being information, whether in documentary or any
other form, that relates to the affairs of the Corporation that is false or
misleading in a material particular, or has omitted from it a matter or thing
the omission of which renders the information misleading in a material
respect, without having taken reasonable steps to ensure that the information
was not false or misleading in a material particular and did not have omitted
from it a matter or thing the omission of which rendered the information
misleading in a material respect commits of an offence against this Act.
Penalty—100 penalty units or imprisonment for 1 year, or both.

(3) The references in this section to a person making available or
furnishing, or authorising or permitting the making available or furnishing
of, information relating to the affairs of the Corporation, include references
to a person making available or furnishing, or authorising or permitting the
making available or furnishing of, information as to the state of knowledge
of that person with respect to the affairs of the Corporation.

(4) Where information is made available or furnished to a person
referred to in this section in response to a question asked by that person, the
question and the information are to be considered together in determining
whether the information was false or misleading.
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B.  Operative document before 2000 - transgressed
55

                                          Queensland Investment Corporation Act 1991                       

‘ “QIC Act” means the Queensland Investment Corporation Act 1991 of 
        the State of Queensland;’.

5. In Clause 1.1, in the definition “Related Corporation”—

        (a)    omit the word “corporation” wherever it appears and substitute
     the words “body corporate” in each case;

        (b)     omit the expression “7 (5)” and substitute the expression “50”.

       6.   In Clause 1.1, in the definition “Trust” omit the words ‘now known as
the “QUEENSLAND TREASURY CORPORATION INVESTMENT
TRUST” ” and substitute the words “from time to time known as the
“QUEENSLAND TREASURY CORPORATION INVESTMENT
TRUST” or the “QUEENSLAND INVESTMENT CORPORATION
INVESTMENT TRUST” ’.

     7.   In Clause 2.1—
           (a) omit the expression “now be known as” and substitute the words
            “be known as, from the date of execution of this Deed,”;

            (b) insert at the end of the Clause the words ‘and from 1 July 1991,
             as “QUEENSLAND INVESTMENT CORPORATION
             INVESTMENT TRUST” ’.
      8.   In Clause 5.1, omit the words “QTC Act” where they twice appear
            and substitute the words “QIC Act” in each case.
      9.   In Clause 5.2, omit the words “QTC Act” where they first appear and
            substitute the words “QIC Act”.
     10.  In Clause 5.4, omit the words “which shall be taken into account in

the calculation of the Trustee’s remuneration”
     11.  Omit Clause 9.1 and substitute the following clause—

Conclusion

• I submit that the Productivity Commission could most add value in this Inquiry by 
focussing strongly on 'culture' of Financial Planners at behest of NAB and CBA and 
Macquarie Group that may foster 'the diaspora of wealthy professionals' in 
Australia willing and able to 'rort the system' plus who unashamedly take from all 
innocent bystanders – from all borrowers – take more give less. 

• I submit the Commission has opportunity to stamp out public official furtiveness 
manifested in land registries – stamp out alias subrogation of borrowers property.

• Failure to do so may very well encourage continuation of 'rort' surrounding $1.17 M 
pattern - obtain ill-gotten gains by those three banks. That maladministration before 
2000 and after 2000 involves both Queensland Treasury Corporation (QTC) officials 
and Treasury Corporation Victoria (TCV) officials indirectly 'on the take'. 

• Failure to do so may very well foster continuation of malfeasances some ASIC 
public officials practise  - 'cover-up' during 'the administration of government' rebates. 
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C. Operative legislature after 2000 – transgressed
plus GST GROSS UP PROVISION - BOQ 'brand' registered in July 2000 at Land registry.

             SPONSORSHIP  - ASX
Commonwealth Bank Australia ACN  123 123 1234
                     Preferential Payment – offshore contract             $ 257 K

     National Australia Bank Limited ACN 12 004 044 937
Retention of GST rebates / refunds   $220 K
Retention of GST rebates / refunds   $  23 K         $ 243 K

                                    the diaspora of (wealthy) professionals          $ 500 K    
'Advance'.......after....... GFC.......Operative............................. $ 200 K  
Not for Profit Account – Not for Value Account                    $ 700 K  Suncorp secret




